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ALEX RUTHNER (b.1982, Austria)
Alex Ruthner makes large-scale paintings that demonstrate both an interest in composition and form,
and a dexterity with classic materials. Style and genre overlap, the representational and the abstract
converge, image, texture, and pattern have equal space.
Anachronistic, Ruthner conjures preceding forms of minimalist painting, while interspersing
contemporary signs - such as smiley faces, cartoon eyeballs and balloons and iconic media images like
Mickey Mouse that are painted over a backdrop of light pastels and grey backgrounds. Further peripheral
references in this series of work include pinned up notepad paper and what could be cut out source
images of people and scenes. In works such as The Reception of the Present Against the Background
of History (2014), the artist has painted tape holding up one such image using resin to mimic the texture
of the implied material. There is also a block of bold stripes, in contrast to the softer landscapes of the
other works, further showing Ruthner’s interest in the materiality of painting. The blurring of foreground
and background underlines the painting’s intrinsic feature of flatness.
In much of Ruthner’s work, the paintings include some kind of nostalgia and love for subcultures. These
aspects of the superficial are crucial to Alex Ruthner’s topics. The connotations of coolness and trivial
gestures seem to be arbitrarily disseminated in his paintings.
Alex Ruthner was born in Vienna in 1982, where he lives and works. He studied fine at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Düsseldorf under Albert Oehlen and at the Academy of Fine Arts,Vienna under Daniel
Richter. Recent shows include Ferien, Grieder Contemporary, Zurich; Electronic Superhighway,
Whitechapel Gallery, London; Temptation, Ibid Gallery, Los Angeles; Fix, Millbank Building, presented
by Ibid Gallery, London; Unreliable Imitation of Life, Ibid, London, Kunstbureau, Vienna; Nature of
Speed, Gallery Exit, Hong Kong; Parallel, Vienna and Brucennial, New York.

